Abstract: The present paper contributes to the study of speech act pragmatics, language contact, bilingualism, and heritage languages by bringing attention to the pragmatics of a contact language, heritage Russian (HR). The current study has a descriptive orientation, its main goal being to create a baseline for the pragmatic competence of speakers with incomplete acquisition of L1, which characterizes language contact in immigrant populations. We focus on communicative strategies and the choice of linguistic forms in requests made by heritage speakers of Russian, native speakers of full Russian, and native speakers of American English. The specific research questions explored in this study are: Is the linguistic variablethe form of polite requests -correlated with the population (speakers of HR vs. speakers of full Russian)? How do the differences play out? Do HR speakers have their own communicative norms? If yes, did these new norms develop under the influence of English or as a result of language-internal restructuring? We report that HR exhibits evidence of developing its own conventions for expressing polite requests which differ from the corresponding conventions in full Russian. Specifically, HR speakers use significantly more impersonal modals than monolingual native speakers of Russian in informal scenarios and rely on increased syntactic complexity to mark polite requests in formal scenarios. In indirect requests produced in both types of scenarios, HR speakers overuse the downgrader požalujsta 'please' and underemploy the negative particle ne. These emergent communicative norms in HR seem to be partially influenced by English, but may also involve language-internal change.
Introduction
Pragmatics lies at the interface between grammatical knowledge and general social cognition. A basic task in communication is adjusting one's speech to the social and discourse situation at hand. High-order intentionality inherent in the task of deciding on the best utterances to convey the intended meaning is universal and unique to human communication; yet the manipulation of linguistic structures requires language-specific knowledge.
This paper attempts to fill the gap in the study of speech act pragmatics, language contact, bilingualism, and the study of heritage languages by bringing attention to the pragmatics of heritage Russian (HR), a contact language. Specifically, we focus on communicative strategies and the choice of linguistic forms in directive speech acts made by speakers of HR, and comparing them to strategies and forms used by monolingual native speakers of full Russian (NSs) and by monolingual native speakers of American English.
This choice of speaker populations and linguistic phenomenon is not accidental. Heritage speakers 1 (HSs) are individuals who grew up hearing one language at home, who speak that language, and who [are] to some degree bilingual in another, dominant language and their home heritage language (HL) (cf. Valdés 2000) . In heritage language (HL) acquisition, the child "receives ample exposure to a parental language early in life, only to have that exposure end or undergo a dramatic reduction within a matter of years" (O'Grady et al. 2008) . The study of HL acquisition, in particular, allows insight into questions such as the defining features of a native speaker, the robustness of speakers' knowledge of various components of their first language grammar, and the grammatical options that emerge in the absence of full and sustained input. HL acquisition, in the words of O'Grady and colleagues, "offers unparalleled opportunities for the study of these questions" (O'Grady et al. 2008 ; see also Benmamoun et al. 2010; Polinsky and Kagan 2007, inter alia) . In the study of language acquisition, HSs "provide a crucial missing link between competent L1 learners, balanced bilinguals, and possibly L2 learners" (Polinsky 2008d ). In particular, adult HL grammars have been shown to evolve through reanalysis of incomplete linguistic input, and not simply through fossilization of child grammar, or through transfer from the dominant second language (Polinsky 2008a (Polinsky , 2008b (Polinsky , 2008c (Polinsky , 2008d Laleko 2011) . While the acquisition of phonology, morphosyntax, semantics, pragmatics (albeit to a lesser degree), and interfaces between these components of grammar have been well explored over the last several decades in the case of normal monolingual acquisition, the properties of the grammar that emerges in circumstances of incomplete acquisition, bilingualism and language attrition are much less studied. Adult HSs are thus an ideal population for the study of the ingredients of linguistic competence, including, as part of it, pragmatic competence. Such speakers are cognitively unimpaired and able to conceive the full range of communicative intentions, yet, at the same time they lack full competence in their native language. They may not have access to the full repertoire of language-specific tools to express such concepts as deference or politeness and therefore are likely to have to resort to some other strategies for signaling their communicative intentions. The source of such strategies may be another language in which the speakers are competent, revealing the workings of language contact and crosslinguistic influence; or the strategies could be independent of any other language, revealing preferences that stem from unmarked grammatical options or from general cognitive mechanisms (Polinsky 2008a) . Thus, by examining pragmatic competence in bilingual speakers who have not completely acquired their first language, we can study the boundary between the universal and language-specific in pragmatics, and between grammar and social cognition. Following Dubinina (2012) , we examine pragmatic competence in English-dominant adult Russian HSs as a case study.
More specifically, we focus on one aspect of pragmatic competence of Russian HSs, namely, how these speakers formulate requests. We choose to focus on the directive speech acts for several reasons. First, requests are pervasive in language and represent one of the most risky communicative behaviors: speakers run the risk of rejection when attempting to get somebody else to perform an action for their benefit (and perhaps not for the immediate benefit of the hearers). Second, HSs are able to function in their HL, performing many daily communicative tasks, and thus can be reasonably expected to be proficient in requesting. Third, the syntactic form of a prototypical Russian request is different from the form of a prototypical English request (Mills 1991) . Moreover, in many cases Russian requests involve lexical and morphosyntactic forms that may be unavailable to HSs due to incomplete acquisition or attrition, such as the interrogative and subjunctive particles, or the formulaic use of negation. This means that in making a request, HSs are performing a function for which they may not have a readily available linguistic form, and thus may develop a form of their own, whether adopted under the influence of their dominant language or not. Hence, a study of requests by Russian HSs may provide a unique opportunity to observe the emergence of linguistic conventions in a contact situation.
Anticipating the conclusions, we report that HR shows evidence of developing new conventions for expressing polite requests, which differ from the corresponding conventions in full Russian. Specifically, HSs of Russian use significantly more impersonal modals than their NS counterparts in informal scenarios; at the same time, they rely mainly on increased syntactic complexity to mark polite requests in formal scenarios; and in both types of scenarios HSs overuse the politeness marker požalujsta 'please' and lack the negative particle ne in indirect requests. These communicative norms are partially influenced by English, but also involve language-internal change.
This paper is structured as follows: in the remainder of this section, we provide an expanded discussion of social and linguistic characteristics of HR in general (Section 1.1). Background information on the pragmatics of requests in general, and specifically on requests in English and Russian, is presented in Section 2. Next, we describe a corpus study of requests made by monolingual Russian and English speakers (Section 3). In subsequent sections, we report on an experimental study of requests in HR and full Russian, presenting our methodology in Section 4 and results in Section 5. We discuss our findings in Section 6, comparing the results of the corpus studies of requests produced by monolinguals with the experimental study of requests elicited from Russian HSs, and offer some preliminary conclusions.
Heritage speakers of Russian
As follows from the definition given above, HSs are bilinguals who have varying proficiencies in the two languages: they use their chronologically second language as primary and their first language as secondary. An important feature of HSs' linguistic profile is a functional, stylistic, and linguistic reduction of the home language. The reduction has several causes. First, HSs in the U.S. usually receive education only in English and, therefore, become literate only in that language; hence, they lose some channels of expression in the home language (Valdés 2000) . Second, HLs are often represented by the colloquial register (i. e., informal language used only for interpersonal interactions), which may be, and often is, a stigmatized dialectal variety. Children who grow up in a HL environment have access only to the dialect of their parents; hence, we find a reduction of the full dialectal range of the HL (Valdés 2000) . More generally, the absence of schooling in the home language and lack of access to the high register variety (such as the language of TV or radio programs) results in a significant reduction in the input that HSs receive in acquiring the HL, both in terms of absolute quantity, and in terms of variety of domains, genres, and registers. The reduction affects not only the functions of the language, but also its grammatical and lexical structure. Without a varied and abundant linguistic input that creates opportunities for repairs, HSs never develop a full command of all grammatical, stylistic, and pragmatic forms available to monolingual speakers (Polinsky 2000) .
However, despite these reductions, even low-proficiency HSs frequently exhibit stronger competence in their HL (as measured, e. g., by college placement tests; see also Martin et al. 2014) ) than their English monolingual counterparts who start studying that same language post puberty. HSs often can function in their home language to perform a variety of daily communicative tasks, despite grammatical and lexical deficiencies -that is, they are fittingly termed speakers (as opposed to simply learners).
The overwhelming majority of research on HLs has concentrated on their grammatical features and isolated linguistic modules (morphology and syntax being the most studied, cf. Benmamoun et al. 2010) . The pragmatic competence of HSs remains underexplored. One study that does address speech act pragmatics in a HL -Pinto and Raschio (2007) -reveals interesting patterns of competence that exhibit signs of crosslinguistic interference, and demonstrates the need for further inquiry. Pinto and Raschio (2007) investigate requests made by adult HSs of Spanish in comparison to two groups of monolingual NSs -English and Spanish (Mexican). The most significant finding of the study is that HSs avoided using direct imperatives, resembling monolingual English NSs (who never used them) and contrasting with monolingual Spanish NSs (who used them 15 % of the time).
Qualitative comparison between the HS and the two monolingual groups revealed signs of interference from English in requests made by HSs. They used utterances that are grammatically correct, but not conventionalized in monolingual Spanish. For instance, like English speakers (see Blum-Kulka et al. 1989) , they tended to use multiple downgrading even in requests addressed to peers. The authors suggest that HSs may adhere more closely to the pragmatic conventions of English even when speaking Spanish because they live in an English-dominant culture. They argue that interference from English in pragmatics of heritage Spanish parallels other, well-documented language contact phenomena in HLs (such as borrowings and reduction of syntactic features). However, without a broader and more detailed study of the HS requests in comparison to monolinguals, the role of the dominant language in HL pragmatics cannot be understood. After Pinto and Raschio (2007) , our study presents one of the first investigations of HL speech acts to date.
Russian spoken in the U.S. has distinct features separating it from the Russian spoken in the Russian Federation. Polinsky (1997 Polinsky ( , 2000 argues, in fact, that there exist two varieties of Russian in the U.S.: Émigré Russian (ER) and American Russian (Heritage Russian, i. e., HR). Speakers of the first variety include immigrants whose schooling has largely been completed in an environment where Russian was the majority language, before the emigration. Their speech is characterized by heavy lexical borrowing and extensive code-switching (Andrews 1999; Polinsky 2000) as well as by some syntactic changes (Polinsky 2011 ). Speakers of the second variety consist of children who arrived in the U.S. with their parents during the critical acquisition period (and therefore, their schooling took place predominantly in English), and children born in the U.S. to Russian-speaking families. It is this second group, bearers of American Russian, who are considered HSs and who are of interest to the current study.
With rare exceptions, these children grow up hearing mostly ER in their homes and, therefore, regard it as the standard of spoken Russian. In line with the general definition of HL, HR is a "restricted language with no register variation and with a grammar of its own" (Polinsky 2000: 451; see also Dubinina & Polinsky 2013) . On the lexical level we observe a reduction of the vocabulary range, evidenced, for instance, by the difficulties HSs experience in lexical retrieval tasks (Benmamoun et al. 2010) . Lexical borrowings from English also exist in HR, but as Polinsky (2000) points out, HR speakers tend not to code-switch, unlike ER speakers.
The main language reduction in HR happens on the morphological level (Benmamoun et al. 2010 ). According to Polinsky (1997 Polinsky ( , 2000 Polinsky ( , 2005 Polinsky ( , 2006 Polinsky ( , 2008b Polinsky ( , 2008c Polinsky ( , 2008d , the HR grammatical system is characterized by a reduction of the case system, lexicalization of verbal aspect and the disappearance of pragmatically motivated meaning of aspectual pairs (also Laleko 2011), reduction of verbal conjugation paradigms, inconsistent use of the subjunctive and the conditional, disappearance of reflexive verbs, and prevalence of the so-called resumptive pronouns, i. e., "clause-internal pronouns" co-referential with subjects within the same clause (Polinsky 2000: 458) .
A study of requests in HR allows us to investigate if these reductions in morphosyntax are paralleled by reductions in the pragmatic conventions.
Requests in English and Russian

Speech acts
The illocutionary force of an utterance is the component of meaning that corresponds to the speaker's intention in delivering the utterance (Austin 1962 (Austin [1955 ). An illocutionary act 2 can, in principle, "be carried out by saying that one is doing so" (Green 2009), as in (1a) . Utterances with different content can perform the same act, which in Example (1) is a directive -that is, an attempt to get the hearer to perform an action -, vice versa, and the same content can be used to perform a variety of acts.
(1) a. I request that you do this exercise now. b. Sdelaj èto upražnenie, požalujsta! 3 do:IMP.SG this exercise please 'Do this exercise, please!' c. You will do this exercise now, and that's a request.
How can directive illocutionary force be communicated to a hearer? First, in explicit performative utterances such as (1a), it is derivable directly from the content (also 1c). Second, the imperative clause type is routinely associated with directive force. Thus, requests expressed using imperative clauses, as in (1b), are termed "direct".
In addition to direct (1b) and explicitly performative (1a) utterances, a speaker may perform a speech act by virtue of performing some other speech act, conveying the ultimate illocutionary force indirectly. For instance, the (direct) question in (2) may (additionally) convey the same request as the utterances in (1).
(2) Can you do this exercise now?
2 Also termed a speech act. 3 A note about glosses.
First, we will generally not mark tense on non-past verbs -in Russian, non-past verbs are marked for person (e. g., odolžu PRF:borrow:1SG), while past verbs are not marked for person and instead are marked for gender (e. g., odolžila PRF:borrow:F.SG). Thus, the reader will note that those finite non-imperative verbs that are glossed for person but not gender are non-past.
Second, we use the abbreviation IP for impersonal verb-forms. Third, where appropriate, we gloss aspectual markers: perfectivizing prefixes are glossed in the beginning of the verb-gloss, while the imperfectivizing suffix is glossed at its correct morphological position, following the root. We do not gloss inherent aspect.
Fourth, we will only mark case as necessary to make the meaning clear. Finally, note that Russian has two distinct forms for singular and plural second-person pronouns, which we will gloss as you.SG and you.PL, respectively. The plural second-person pronoun is also used as the formal pronoun, even when there is only one addressee. We will thus mark formal second-person pronouns and agreement morphology as PL.
How the speaker's directive intention in uttering (2) becomes manifest to the hearer is one of the most important questions in pragmatics. One answer is that the illocutionary force can be derived through rationality-based reasoning (Grice 1975; Searle 1975) . In addition, some scholars argue that to communicate a speech act, the speaker invokes linguistic conventions that go beyond those determining the content of the utterance (Searle 1975) . Such linguistic conventions exist both for direct (by definition) and for indirect speech acts. For instance, the marker please in English can be used only in conventional requests -both direct (1b) and indirect (3). However, it is not allowed in utterances that do not have the form conventionally used for requests, even when their form and propositional content are similar to conventional requests, and even if these are ultimately interpreted as requests (4). Acquiring competence in a language involves learning both the grammatical conventions that determine the content of the utterances and conventions that associate utterances with their illocutionary meaning (cf. (3)).
Indirect requests in Russian and English: prior scholarship
The choice of linguistic expression for a speech act is often influenced by politeness. The most widely used framework for modeling politeness, Brown and Levinson (1987 [1978] ), builds on the notion of face (Goffman 1967 (Goffman [1955 ). A face is the self-image which the individual wants to have appreciated and approved by others, and the desire not to be imposed upon. Any linguistic interaction is a complex balancing act of attending to one another's face needs.
Brown and Levinson observe that requests are inherently face-threatening acts (FTA) and argue that the weight of the face threat depends on the power differential between the speakers, social distance between speakers, and the degree of imposition, which is influenced by the first two factors. Speakers' politeness strategies and the choice of a linguistic form for a request are therefore motivated by the desire to achieve the goal behind the request, and the sometimes contradictory face needs: to avoid rejection (avoid damage to speaker's own face), to minimize imposition, and to build rapport (stoke face of the hearer).
The desire to achieve the goal behind the request exerts pressure on the speaker to choose a direct strategy, such as the imperative clause type or an explicit performative. Yet, the face-saving goals of avoiding rejection, minimizing imposition, and building rapport cause the speakers of both Russian and English to routinely choose a particular type of indirect strategy for making requests, namely interrogatives.
In the study of the form and content of indirect speech acts, Searle (1965 Searle ( , 1975 argues that conventionalized indirect requests may involve sentences concerning one of the following four defining conditions (felicity conditions) for requests:
i. the speaker's wish or want that the hearer perform the requested action, ii. the hearer's ability to do the action, iii. the hearer's desire or willingness to do the action, or iv. the hearer doing the action.
Languages have tendencies to exploit different felicity conditions in making indirect requests, and in general, make available a range of linguistic conventions for marking this pragmatic function. This range, and preferences within it, are language-specific.
The range of linguistic conventions used for making requests in Russian was studied by Mills (1991 Mills ( , 1992 Mills ( , 1993 . She collected naturally occurring utterances (surface interrogatives and imperatives) made by adult NSs in natural speech production and conducted a close contextual analysis, which focused on the illocutionary force of these utterances. In her (1991) study, Mills shows, based on NSs' opinions, that direct requests in Russian can be just as polite as indirect ones (contra, e. g., Brown and Levinson 1987 [1978] ), depending on the intonation used: even imperatives without please sound polite if pronounced with the appropriate rise-fall intonational contour.
In a subsequent paper (1992), Mills aims to establish a formula for conventionalized indirect requests in contemporary Russian. She compares English and Russian conventionalized requests, which she finds to be overlapping in logic, specifically, in the felicity conditions they address. English speakers tend to address Searle's condition (ii), the hearer's ability to perform the action (cf. Brown and Levinson 1987 [1978] ), as in (5).
(5) Can/Could you close the window please?
In comparison, Russian speakers exploit either condition (ii) as in (6) or condition (iv) as in (7) Brown and Levinson (1987 [1978] ), that while English uses positive sentences with or without the subjunctive (5), Russian prefers negative sentences with or without the subjunctive as in (6) and (7). 4 Mills further notes that in Russian requests, the verb is usually accompanied by (a) the negative particle as in (6) and (7); (b) the interrogative particle; (c) the subjunctive particle (conditional, as she calls it) as in (7), or a combination of the above -(a) and (c), or (a) and (b). NSs in Mills's study perceived the combination of the negative and subjunctive particles as more polite (showing a greater degree of deference) than just the subjunctive particle. Furthermore, NSs considered combinations of particles as hyper-polite, which suggests that the most prototypical indirect polite request in Russian uses just the negative particle.
Mills argues that English has no special means of differentiating between a true information-seeking question and an indirect request, 5 whereas the negative particle ne serves this function in Russian. Thus, in (8) In contrast, the sentences in (6) and (7) are unambiguous -and politerequests, and generally cannot be interpreted as information-seeking questions.
4 What is a most polite conventional request in Russian is, in fact, rude behavior in English (i). Such variation in the politeness of directive interrogatives with negation is a phenomenon which lies outside the scope of this study.
#Can't you/couldn't you close the window? 5 We must include a caveat to this generalization -in fact, English allows the use of please in conventionalized indirect requests. Interrogatives with please cannot be interpreted in any other way -they must be directive.
Mills argues that it is the negative particle that creates the directive illocutionary force; without it, the directive interpretation becomes totally dependent on situational factors. The NSs in Mills's study deemed the negative particle (in combination with the rise/fall intonation) sufficient for conveying both the illocutionary force and politeness level of the request. It is important to point out that NSs in Mills's study did not rate positive indirect requests as rude, but rather as lacking mitigation and deference (and thus still appropriate in situations where such mitigation and deference are not called for).
Corpus studies of Russian and English requests
To corroborate studies of requests in Brown and Levinson (1987) and Mills (1991 Mills ( , 1992 , and to establish a baseline for polite requests in English and Russian, we conducted two corpus studies. The corpus study of monolingual Russian requests is based on the data from the spoken sub-corpus of the Russian National Corpus (RNC) which consists of 8,870,387 words of scripted (e. g., film), public unscripted (e. g., TV interview), and non-public unscripted (e. g., casual conversation) speech. For higher-frequency phenomena we use searches in a 1,162, 567 word sub-corpus of the RNC consisting of just non-public unscripted speech. Both the spoken corpus and the non-public unscripted sub-corpus include speakers of diverse ages and backgrounds. Although the full text of the corpus is unavailable, the corpus is searchable for text, lexical, and morphological information.
The second corpus study analyzes requests in English. The data for this study come from the 1,848,364 word Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English (MiCASE). We limit our searches to the speech of NSs of American English, who are all college students, professors, or staff at the University of Michigan. The corpus includes academic situations (seminars, office hours, lectures, etc.) as well as some service encounters. Additionally, MiCASE is text-searchable only, and the entire corpus is available for download.
Notably, the two corpora are not fully comparable: most importantly, while the RNC includes academic speech, it is much more varied both in the age and background of the speakers and the situations of language use.
Interrogative indirect vs direct requests
To investigate Russian requests, we conducted an RNC search that was biased against finding imperative or declarative requests, and towards finding interrogative indirect ones. Specifically, we searched for 2nd-person verbs several Indirect requests in heritage Russian words before a question mark. After non-directive utterances were discarded from the data set, however, we still had 424 direct, imperative requests, and only a quarter of this number of indirect interrogative requests (only 90 interrogatives were judged to be requests by all 3 annotators).
6 At the same time, an unbiased 7 manual search in a 832,855 word subcorpus of MiCASE yielded 166 interrogative indirect requests and 928 direct imperative requests. Thus, both English and Russian speakers seem to use more direct than indirect requests in general. However, when requests for favor were isolated in the RNC search described above, direct (35 tokens) and interrogative indirect (32 tokens) strategies were about equally frequent. The same holds true for the MiCASE search: when only requests for favor were considered, direct and indirect strategies were used equally frequently (23 and 21 tokens respectively). Since the extra-linguistic variables of degree of imposition and social distance were not controlled across these examples (and since the two corpora are not fully comparable with respect to these variables), these corpus data do not support any definite conclusions about the factors affecting the choice between direct and indirect forms. However, these data do support the conclusion that indirect strategies are employed in both languages, and that interrogatives are conventionally used to express indirect requests, and specifically requests for favor.
Negation
All English interrogative indirect requests were expressed as positive utterances; by comparison, some of the Russian interrogative requests contained the negative particle ne, in agreement with Mills (1992) . However, negative utterances did not constitute the majority of interrogative requests in our RNC data. By way of explanation of the unexpectedly low frequency of ne, we contend that unambiguous marking of directive force is not always part of the speaker's intention: in situations where the speaker wants to leave the hearer room for avoiding the request without expressing direct rejection, a form that is ambiguous between a request and a question would be preferable. This also means that ne may be dispreferred in situations when extra-linguistic factors would all point to the directive interpretation. In addition, the negative particle marks not only the directive function of an interrogative, but also signals deference. Thus, it may be inappropriate in situations of close social distance.
A study of the 90 interrogative requests from the RNC shows that 7 out of 60 interrogatives questioning the hearer's performing the action included negation; and 4 out of 30 interrogatives questioning the hearer's ability to do the action included negation. From these data it is clear that negation is not, in fact, obligatory in either type of indirect requests, at least in social situations represented in the corpus. Thus, we interpret negation as a disambiguating marker, which turns a categorical directness distinction into a three-point scale: the imperative requests are the most direct, negation-marked interrogative requests are indirect, but still more direct than non-negated interrogatives. Anticipating the discussion of the experimental study, we will show that a monolingual Russian whose goal is to produce an unambiguous indirect request for favor would almost universally choose the negated interrogative form.
Please
With conventionalized indirect requests in English, the lexical softener please is permitted -and even preferred. A MiCASE search found 159 requests with please: 67 % of these were direct requests, and 30 % were interrogative indirect requests.
8 Thus, please is often used in English indirect requests.
Its Russian counterpart požalujsta is for the most part ruled out in such directive interrogatives (9), 9 especially requests whose propositional content concerns the hearer performing the desired action. (9) This incompatibility of Russian požalujsta with directive interrogatives has exceptions, including, systematically, instances of one elliptical construction which is used to request a thing or a person (as opposed to an action). The utterances representing this construction have no overt verb, but include an impersonal modal možno, which can denote possibility or permission (we discuss modals, including možno, in the next subsection). In such requests, the asked-for thing or person is expressed using the accusative or partitive-genitive noun phrase, as in the RNC example in (10). Since in Russian the interrogative clause type is marked only by intonation, the example in (10) is an interrogative, and therefore an exception to the prohibition against please in interrogatives.
(10) Požalujsta, Elizavetu Petrovnu možno?
[on the phone] Please J.:ACC P.:ACC possible.IP 'May I speak with J.P., please?' (RNC)
To support our hypothesis regarding the use of požalujsta, we conducted a search of the spoken sub-corpus of the RNC which yielded 10,124 occurrences of požalujsta, of which 5,647 were within 2 words, and 6,057 were within 5 words of an imperative verb.
11 Many, perhaps most, of the remaining utterances with požalujsta were non-directive, and thus best left to future investigation (these are translational equivalents of welcome, there you go, and the like). We did not have the resources to go through all these examples individually, 12 and so instead we aimed to identify the uses of požalujsta with interrogative indirect requests by searching for all its occurrences within a few words before a question mark but without the presence of an imperative verb. This more restricted search in the spoken RNC yielded 41 examples 13 where požalujsta occurred in the utterance that ended with a question mark. One example represented non-native speech and was therefore excluded from the analysis, leaving 40 utterances. Of these, the word indicates a turn-taking function in 36 examples. Only 4 occurrences of požalujsta were used inside the interrogative utterance expressing a request. One is given in (10) above. Note that Example (10) is an instance of the elliptical construction which we have already described as a systematic exception to the infelicity of požalujsta in interrogatives. Thus, in the entire spoken sub-corpus of the RNC we found only 3 bona fide examples of požalujsta in an indirect request expressed as a full interrogative sentence. Even conceding that our restricted search might have missed a few examples, we can conclude with a high level of certainty that the use of požalujsta is exceedingly rare in Russian interrogative requests, probably representing a small fraction of a percent of all occurrences of požalujsta (on the order of 3 examples out of 10,000, or 0.03 %).
Modals and moods
The type of indirect requests that addresses the hearer's ability to perform an action has, by its very definition, modal semantics. Therefore, we expect such requests in both Russian and English to contain modals. In addition, for languages that have both an indicative and a subjunctive mood, utterances using the latter denote or suggest that they are not about actual, but rather about possible situations. As a result, the use of the subjunctive offers speakers a way to remove the content of the question or request from the actual situation, making it more indirect. Thus, in situations where a higher level of face work is desirable, we expect the use of the subjunctive in indirect requests. Finally, a modal adverbial expression, such as possibly or maybe could serve the same mitigating function.
For English, Brown and Levinson (1987 [1978] ) indicate a conventionalized form for polite indirect requests that involves an interrogative with the modal verb can or its subjunctive counterpart could. Our search for requests in a subcorpus of MiCASE yielded interrogative requests with can, could, may, will, and would. Specifically, we found 92 indicative can requests, 5 of them also including please (and 7 indicative requests with other modals that could potentially have please, 2 of which did); and 37 subjunctive could requests, of them 2 with please (and 10 subjunctive requests with other modals that could potentially have please, and 2 of them did). We tracked the social relationship between the speaker and the hearer(s) for the 16 requests for favor that contained can or could, but there was no correlation between the mood (indicative vs. subjunctive) and the social relationship.
Turning to the use of modals in Russian requests, works by Russian linguists (Akišina and Formanovskaja 1986; Formanovskaja 1987; Formanovskaja and Švecova 1990; Zemskaja and Šmelev 1993) note that requests can be posited as interrogatives with the modal moč' 'can'.
14 Besides the personal forms of the verb moč', Russian also has the form možno, which is an impersonal modal with dual meaning: alethic, i. e., logical possibility (usually with imperfective infinitive) or permission (usually with perfective infinitive).
To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies specifically addressing the role of možno in Russian requests. Mills (1993) mentions in passing that requests produced by some L2 speakers of Russian sound like requests for permission rather than requests for favor because they utilize the impersonal modal. Formanovskaja and Švecova (1990) state that expressions containing the modal možno are reserved in Russian for requests for permission and provide its equivalent English expressionmay I. They also list several phrases with možno in the section on formulaic expressions for various social situations, such as Vas možno pozdravit'?/ Can/may I congratulate you?, usually embedding a performative verb under the modal, and usually immediately followed or preceded by the speech act described by this performative; in the example above, the listener would expect to hear a congratulatory statement.
We will argue that the Russian impersonal modal has a much more complex pragmatic meaning, which includes that of request for favor, and that its distribution in requests is not parallel to the use of the English may I phrase. The spoken sub-corpus of the RNC contains 2,899 occurrences of možno up to 12 words before a question mark. For a detailed examination of the use of this impersonal modal in spontaneous speech, we have searched а sub-corpus containing only non-public unscripted speech. This sub-corpus yielded 1,705 instances of možno. Most of these utterances were assertions, true informationseeking questions, or confirmations about a possibility, such as (11) below.
(11) To est' možno prijti v konce sentjabrja? That is possible.IP PFV:come:INF at end September:GEN 'That is, it's ok to come at the end of September?' (RNC) There were 215 instances of možno in requests. Of them, 53 were verbless requests for things or people, including instances of the construction illustrated in (10). Some of these requests had a flavor of asking for permission (May I have the next problem set?), but most did not. Further 13 examples had embedded performatives, and thus combined the sense of permission with the function of alerting the hearer to an impending speech act (as described by Formanovskaja and Švecova). Another 15 requests were not in a permission situation, but rather asked for an action that was part of the hearer's job (such as asking a salesperson to show goods being sold).
The majority of directive interrogatives with možno, 108 tokens in total, are interpreted as requests for permission in (12a) and (12b) although many of them could also be interpreted as requests for favor (12b). It is notable that despite the use of the perfective verb after možno in (12b), which according to Šmelev and Zaliznjak (2006) should produce the alethic reading, permission is a much stronger interpretation although certainly not the only possible one. (12) We propose that (12b), like many other utterances in the corpus, is a case of modal indeterminacy: both permission and alethic possibility are plausible interpretations; they are not mutually exclusive and can coexist. Interpretation of modals is always context-dependent (cf. Kratzer 1981) . At the same time, underspecified utterances may fail to be resolved to a more specific meaning when multiple interpretations are optimal in the context (Malamud 2012) . The modal here is underspecified and could be interpreted as expressing possibility with respect to what the hearer would allow, or with respect to what the hearer would be able and willing to do for the speaker, or both. Thus, in (12b) the speaker is requesting a favor to borrow a book, but is also seeking permission to have that favor.
It is telling that only 24 utterances in the non-public unscripted spoken sub-corpus of the RNC were judged by NS annotators as unambiguously seeking a favor, such as (13) below. However, the flavor of permission to a greater or smaller degree was still noted by the annotators as additional in most of the utterances. In fact, distinguishing the permission and favor categories was a judgment similar to drawing a line on a spectrum, rather than making a categorical distinction. Therefore, the data from the RNC support the observation that the impersonal modal in indirect requests can be used to finetune the directive speech act: it may be used to ask for permission, to ask for favor or to blend seeking permission and favor.
(13) a. Možno ja tut u tebja perekantujus'? Possible.IP I here at you.SG.GEN PFV:hang.out:1SG:RFL 'Can I hang out here at your place?' (RNC) It is clear that the actual use of the word možno goes far beyond the prescriptive rules of Formanovskaja and Švecova. As corpus data demonstrate, the impersonal modal možno is indeed used widely in Russian requests. Some of these impersonal requests do produce the meaning of asking for permission, particularly in combination with perfective infinitives. However, not all requests with the impersonal možno ask for permission; they also ask for goods or people (10), signal an imminent speech act, and request a favor by way of asking for permission to have that favor (13).
An important point of discussion is the combinability of the impersonal modal možno with the lexical politeness marker požalujsta. Outside requests for a thing or person, such as (10), this combination is mostly judged as unacceptable or at least "strange" by monolingual NSs. In the spoken RNC, only 3 of the 2,899 sentences with možno and an overt verb also have požalujsta 'please.' The presence of these constructions in the corpus suggests that such combinations are not always infelicitous, but their low frequency suggests that they are an anomaly rather than a convention.
In addition to the modals, the subjunctive mood can also be used as a conventional marker of politeness in both English and Russian requests (cf. Brown and Levinson 1987 [1978 ], Mills 1991 . In English, the subjunctive is marked by essentially past-tense morphology on the tensed verb. Since the tense morphology is on the auxiliary -which is a modal -rather than on lexical verbs in English interrogatives, the forms could and would are perceived as unambiguously subjunctive (rather than the case of lexical verbs which are ambiguous between subjunctive and past) (14a). Russian has a slightly more complex form of the subjunctive which requires the past-tense morphology to be accompanied by the subjunctive particle by (14b). (14) Two of the 90 interrogative indirect requests in our RNC search had the modal moč' in the subjunctive mood, and 24 had the verb in the indicative. The sample was too small to provide any measure of correlation with the social distance; nor was there any traceable correlation between the mood and the form of the second-person pronoun (formal vs. informal).
Finally, as noted in Brown and Levinson (1987 [1978] ) and Mills (1992) , both English and Russian include modal adverbs as politeness markers in interrogatives. Like the use of the subjunctive, this is a mitigating strategy. Indeed, 19 of the indirect interrogative requests in our RNC corpus search had a modal adverbial. In sum, the linguistic forms available for expressing requests are quite similar in English and Russian, and include imperative direct requests, and interrogative indirect requests. Both languages employ modals and the lexical softener please, and use the subjunctive mood and modal adverbs as softening devices. However, differences between requestive conventions also exist, the most important being the use of the negative marker, the availability of impersonal modal možno in Russian, and the difference in the distribution of the lexical marker please between clause types.
Given the degree of similarity, the subtlety of the differences between the conventional formulation of requests in the two languages, and HSs' reduced access to linguistic resources (especially the impoverished morphology), at least some divergence of HSs requests from the baseline is expected, specifically, in the use of morphosyntactic and lexical means of expressing conventionalized politeness. In the subsequent sections, we will investigate how HSs' requests differ from the baseline, and discuss what processes could account for the observed differences.
Experimental study of requests in Heritage
Russian: methodology
The experimental part of this study is based on a framework already used to investigate L1 and L2 pragmatics, namely the Cross-Cultural Speech Act Realization Project (CCSARP) by Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) 15 with some modifications (Dubinina 2012) . The study employed several role-play situations which called for the speaker to issue a request and which since then have been used widely in research on directives in a variety of languages. Specifically, two situations were chosen for this study to elicit directives in social scenarios that differ in the degree of social distance between interlocutors. The degree of imposition was kept constant in order to reduce possible variables. In the first situation, a student needs to borrow lecture notes from a classmate with whom he/she is in a friendly relationship. The student missed a lecture and knows that his request comes only three days before a test. In the second scenario, a student needs to borrow a rare book that is not available otherwise from his/her professor in order to complete a presentation.
Participants
The study involved 48 HSs of Russian, between 18 and 22 years of age, all college students with at least some reading proficiency in Russian, and 31 NSs of Russian. The latter group consisted of monolingual Russian college students and recent graduates who have never spent any time in a foreign language environment. The groups were age-and education-matched. An average HS in this study immigrated to the U.S. at the age of 3.5 (62 % left Russia before the age of 6 and 21 % were born in the U.S.). Overwhelming majority of HSs (89 %) have not had formal or informal education in Russian when they were growing up.
Although over half of the heritage participants consider Russian to be their native language, they speak it at a much slower rate than their NS counterparts: 88 words per minute in this study, in comparison to an average Russian NS rate of 105 words per minute (in Polinsky and Kagan 2007) . They are also significantly slower speaking Russian than English: their average speech rate in Russian is 88 wpm (SD = 26), whereas in English it is 148 wpm (SD = 29). In a series of recent papers, Polinsky and Kagan convincingly argue that a linguistic measure, rate of speech, is a better predictor of grammatical knowledge than any of the social factors, such as age of arrival in the U.S. (Kagan and Friedman 2004 , Polinsky and Kagan 2007 , Polinsky 2008c . Thus, the slower speech rate of our HS participants leads us to expect divergences in their grammar, and as we will see here, in pragmatic competence as well.
Data elicitation and analysis
Instead of the discourse completion test used in CCSARP, the project used role enactment (following Trosborg (1995) , which allowed participants to play out a social situation together with the interviewer and to produce speech samples that maximally resemble naturally occurring speech. An additional motivation to use role-plays was the necessity to collect data even from those HSs who are not literate in Russian. The role-plays involved always the same interviewer (Irina Y. Dubinina).
Each role enactment was recorded, transcribed and then analyzed, using a modified version of the CCSARP taxonomy. In the taxonomy, the act of requesting is represented linguistically as a sequence of utterances. Each sequence may consist of several components: alerters, the core of the request, pre-and postcore supportive moves, but only one component is essential for realizing the directive -it is the so-called head act, which is defined as "the minimal unit which can realize a request" (CCSARP: 275). While alerters (or opening elements, such as terms of address or attention-getters) and supportive moves (such as pre-commitment, grounder, imposition minimizer or promise of a reward) all contribute to the degree of politeness of a request, it is the head act that is of most interest to us, as we try to identify the differences between requests made by Russian HSs and NSs. Once a head act was identified, it was further analyzed in terms of the strategy used to create the illocutionary force, sentence type (syntactic form), morphosyntactic structure of the utterance, use of modals, internal morphosyntactic and lexical downgraders, and orientation. These categories are based on the coding manual from the CCSARP with certain modifications, which were called for by the realities of the elicited data and by the specifics of the conventionally indirect Russian requests (Mills 1991 (Mills , 1992 ). We will now briefly describe each of the categories and their values.
Category 1: strategy type
Blum- Kulka and Olshtain (1984) and CCSARP based their analysis of head acts on the theoretical assumption that there seem to exist three major levels of Indirect requests in heritage Russian directness in request strategies: the most direct and explicit level (including imperatives and performatives), the conventionally indirect level (communicative norms conventionalized in a given language) and unconventionally indirect level (strong and mild hints). The authors of the CCSARP subdivided these three basic levels into more specific sub-levels which they called "strategy types." These types were changed based on the Russian conventions for request (after Mills 1991 (after Mills , 1992 ) and on the data elicited for this study. For example, the type "query action" was added since this is a wide-spread conventionally indirect form of request in Russian ( (7), (8a), 15)) (Mills 1991) . Hints were excluded from the analysis as they were obvious outliers. Thus, the values for the category "strategy type" are as described in Table 1 below.
The various strategy types analyzed here are exemplified in (16).
(16) a. Ja xotela poprosit' u tebja konspekt.
(value 1) I want:PST:F.SG PFV:ask:INF from you.SG notes.ACC 'I wanted to ask you for the notes.' The request is indirectly expressed in an utterance whose content addresses the preparatory condition -hearer's ability to perform the requested action (b) . Query action:
The request is indirectly expressed in an utterance which is literally a question asking whether the hearer will perform the desired action (c) . Hint:
The request is unconventionally indirect; these were excluded from the analysis . Want/need statement: The request is indirectly expressed in a declarative utterance expressing the speaker's need or want to have the requested action performed. (d) . Mood derivable: Direct request; an imperative clause structure involving a verb with imperative morphology (e) . Sincerity condition:
An indirect request, which is literally a statement addressing the sincerity condition -speaker's desire that the requested action be done; category  is, in fact, a particularly frequent subtype of this strategy, so only those declaratives that are not, in fact, want or need statements were included in this category (f) . Locution derivable:
The nature of the request is clear from the locution, though it includes neither an imperative verb, nor a performative (g) CCSARP does not have this category, but we thought it was essential to the analysis of directive strategies. Having sentence type as a separate category allows us to distinguish the function or content of a linguistic expression (namely, the strategy type which is based on essential conditions for the directive speech act, i. e., on the meaning of the utterance) from the form of this expression (namely, the syntactic shape of the utterance). The values in this category were driven by the data and are interconnected with the strategy type. For example, an imperative clause is the only possible sentence structure for mood derivable requests. However, the correspondence between strategy type and syntactic form is not one-to-one: for instance, a preparatory condition (strategy type 2) can be addressed through an interrogative (16b), a complex declarative (17b), or an embedded interrogative utterance (17a). At the same time, a single sentence type can be used in requests based on different strategies: for instance, an interrogative can be used to query a preparatory condition or to query the hearer's doing the desired action; a complex declarative could be used to address a sincerity condition (16f) or a preparatory condition (17b). We classified the sentence type as described in Table 2 . 
Category 3: morphosyntactic structure of request
CCSARP combines syntactic sentence type with grammatical elements (such as the presence of the subjunctive mood) into one category, called "syntactic downgraders," which includes interrogative clause type, negation of a preparatory condition, subjunctive mood, conditional clause and others. We have several objections to this approach. First, the clause type (specifically the interrogative) is not, in fact, a syntactic downgrader, contrary to its treatment in the CCSARP. The project's authors define a downgrader as something optional in a given context, but the interrogative is not an optional choice for the conventionally indirect strategies. We view this as the essential form and introduce a separate category for sentence type (4.2.2. above).
Second, certain grammatical elements beyond the syntactic sentence type can be viewed as essential to conveying directive illocutionary force and, therefore, not belonging to the category of optional downgraders. Specifically, we treat the negative particle as an essential marker of directive force in Russian. While the particle was not widely used in the corpus data, we take this to be a reflection of two confounding factors. The first is that many social situations represented in the corpus were informal, and thus ne, which (in addition to directive force) marks deference, would be inappropriate. Second, in formal situations speakers may wish to leave room for doubt regarding their speech act, and thus may choose to not mark their interrogative unambiguously as a request. In this, we follow Mills (1991) whose NS informants reported that ne alone was enough to create the directive interpretation of the utterance while at the same time making it polite. As we will discuss below, the NSs in our study fully corroborate Mills's reports and use the negative particle when they are asked to produce an unambiguous polite request for favor.
Separating linguistic elements into those that are building blocks of a request and those that are its optional downgraders for politeness is a difficult endeavor. Nevertheless, we think it is useful to make this distinction, as it forces us to identify the elements of linguistic form that are required for communicating the directive function. Thus, we have two separate categories of analysis: morphosyntactic structure of request and morphosyntactic downgraders. In the former category, elements are viewed as formal, rather than functional just as in the category of sentence type; elements of request structure go beyond sentence type and include morphology (values 1 and 4) as well as syntax (values 2 and 3), as follows in Table 3 . Table 3 : Category 3: Morphosyntactic structure of request.
.
Negative particle (a) .
Embedding under performative or perlocutionary a verb (b), (a)
.
Conditional clause (f), (b) .
Imperative verb (e)
Note: a We included in this category both embedding under performative verbs like sprosit' 'to ask' and embedding under attitude verbs that denote a goal behind the request, but are not strictly performative, e. g., uznat' 'to find out' (17a). We call this latter type of verb perlocutionary, since they denote an effect of an illocutionary act. Values 1 and 4 are based on Mills's studies as well as our data, whereas values 2 and 3 came from the realities of the data.
The categories of sentence type and morphosyntactic request structure are not completely independent from each other. For example, the conditional clause is necessarily a complex declarative sentence type, and the imperative verb is necessarily part of an imperative clause. Yet, an imperative clause type may be elliptical and thus fail to include an imperative verb. At the same time, the negative particle may or may not occur in two types of clauses -interrogative or embedded interrogative. Similarly, an interrogative or a declarative clause can be embedded under a performative verb. Thus, the two categories are not redundant.
Based on such reasoning, instead of having one overarching CCSARP category of syntactic downgraders, we use separate measures for syntactic clause type (category 2 above), morphosyntactic marking of request (category 3 presented here) and morphosyntactic downgraders for politeness (category 5 below), and keep them separate from strategy type (category 1 above).
Category 4: use of modals
This category does not exist in the CCSARP. It is based on our assumption that a conventionally indirect request in Russian which addresses the hearer's ability to perform the action will necessarily include a modal. This could be either a personal finite or an impersonal form of the possibility modal, giving two values for this category, exemplified in (19). The impersonal modal form does not exist in the HSs' dominant language (English), yet Russian includes this form in conventional requests for permission and favor, the former being reasonably expected to be frequent in the early linguistic practice of both NSs and HSs. These formal and functional differences between English and Russian may lead to a divergence in the HSs' usage, as we will show later.
Category 5: morphosyntactic downgraders for politeness
As we already mentioned, downgraders are those elements of the head act that are optional in the given context (CCSARP definition). According to Mills, the most common morphosyntactic downgrader in Russian is the subjunctive particle by. Another popular downgrader is the interrogative particle li. Tense modifications of the head verb were observed in the HSs data at the preliminary analysis stage and, therefore, were included in the analysis schema. 1. subjunctive (18a) 2. interrogative particle (19b) 3. past tense (18b)
Note that past tense morphology in HS data is ambiguous: it could be a true marker of past tense, which can serve as a downgrader by temporally removing the content of the request from the current situation into the past. Alternatively, this morphology could be an incomplete subjunctive form in HR, lacking the subjunctive particle obligatory in full Russian. Whatever its acquisitional roots and semantic functionality, we distinguish past tense morphology marking in the absence of the subjunctive particle by (value 3) from this same morphology in the presence of by (value 1). This distinction is supported by our data: of the 16 HSs who use past tense without by across the two situations, half do use the full subjunctive including by elsewhere in the transcript. This means that at least half of our HS subjects have acquired the subjunctive, but chose to use past tense as a downgrader.
Category 6: Uses of 'please'
We included the presence or absence of head-act-internal uses of the lexical politeness marker požalujsta in our analysis.
Indirect requests in heritage Russian
Experimental study of requests in Heritage
Russian: results
As a reminder, in scenario 1 the participants were asked to play a role of a student who missed a class and wants to borrow notes from a female classmate. The two students are not close friends, but are on good terms with each other. According to the scenario, both students will have an exam in this course in three days. In the second scenario participants were asked to play the role of a student who requests a rare book from a professor. The book is needed for a presentation and is not available otherwise. The obvious difference between the two scenarios is the social distance between the requester and the presumed requestee, which is greater in the second scenario. 
Types of strategy used by NSs and HSs to create the directive illocutionary force
Both groups seem to rely mostly on an indirect strategy in the first scenario, specifically on the preparatory condition that concerns the hearer's ability to perform the requested action. Similarly, in the second scenario, both NSs and HSs overwhelmingly used the preparatory condition (hearer's ability).
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As evident from Figure 1 , however, there are interesting small differences between groups. NSs have a bigger repertoire of strategies, which includes mood derivable and locution derivable illocutionary force. HSs do not use these two strategies at all. As expected from the graphs, statistical analysis showed no difference between groups.
The clause type of the requestive utterances
NSs and HSs use different types of sentences to produce requests. In the first scenario (request between peers), the majority of participants in both groups (83 %) use interrogatives, which corresponds to the most popular directive 17 The second scenario was closer to the real-life social situation between the informants and the interviewer, since the former were college students, and the latter was a college professor (though not necessarily the participants' actual teacher). 18 Graphs represent total types for all groups; there are no outliers. Since data come from roleplaying elicitation (and not from observation or interview), each individual produces exactly one head act per scenario. This means that each individual gets exactly the same amount of influence on the overall statistics. strategy -reference to the preparatory condition. However, there are important and statistically significant differences between groups. First, NSs use imperative sentences, which correspond to the mood derivable illocutionary force, while HSs do not. In their under-use of direct requests, HS diverge from the monolingual speakers of Russian (Mills 1991, inter alia) , and may approximate speakers of English (but see discussion of corpus data above). On the other hand, some HSs (6 %) use embedded interrogatives, something NSs never do. An example of an embedded interrogative in scenario 1 (request to a peer) is (17a), repeated below. 19 The code-switching is part of the participant's utterance. The singular konspekt 'notes' is phonologically borrowed into the English part of the utterance, and receives English pronunciation and the plural suffix -s.
The observed difference between groups had statistical significance (p = 0.034).
In the second scenario, even though both groups made reference to the preparatory condition in order to create a request, they did it in different ways. NSs predominantly used interrogatives to question the condition (94 %) while HSs employed four different sentence types: interrogatives (59 %), embedded interrogatives (29 %), declaratives (8 %) and stand-alone if-clauses (4 %). The differences were significant, with p = 0.000.
Differences in the morphosyntactic marking of the directive function
There are significant differences in the morphosyntactic structure of requests between the two groups in both scenarios. Following Mills's studies, which assert that the negative particle lends an utterance its directive force, it was expected that the negative particle will be used in most, if not all, indirect requests, at least those that use a personal modal. 20 Results show that NSs indeed rely on this particle heavily (63 % in the first scenario, 55 % in the second). In fact, out of 31 head acts produced by NSs in the first scenario, 25 were interrogatives, and 21 of them used a personal modal. This means that there were 21 chances to use the negative particle, as in (20). In the second scenario, NSs produced 29 interrogative utterances, and 21 of them could potentially have the negative particle. Across the two scenarios, NSs used ne in 37 out of 42 interrogatives that support its use (or 88 % of the time). The other twelve interrogatives (25 plus 29 total minus 42 with the personal modal) used the impersonal modal where the use of the negative particle would not be possible. It should be noted here that the category "no marker" includes all cases where no special grammatical structure is present that makes an utterance a request. This happens either because the sentence type and/or strategy type do not support the use of the negation or other request markers, or because speakers chose not to use them. For NSs "no marker" in this analysis refers to the two interrogatives that could use the negative particle, but did not, and to sentences that are performatives or hints (i. e., where negation is not possible). These account for 27 % of utterances in the first, and 35.5 % of utterances in the second scenario, but a truer reflection of the negative particle use is the proportion of cases where the NSs made a choice not to use a marker when that option was available. This was the case in 5 out of 42 interrogatives with a personal modal in both scenarios, i. e., in only 11 % of cases.
In comparison, 79 % of HSs in the first scenario and 54.5 % in the second scenario did not use any specific grammatical marker of request. The category "no marker" for HSs includes many utterances where speakers could, but chose not to, use the negative particle. Out of 48 head acts produced by HSs in the first scenario, 39 were interrogative utterances, and 21 of them could be negated; for the second scenario, HSs produced 16 interrogatives that could potentially have the negative particle. Yet, only two HSs in the first scenario and only four in the second scenario used the negative particle. Thus, the true proportion of cases where the HSs made a choice not to use a marker when that option was available is 84 % of cases for both scenarios (90.5 % or 19 out of 21 total instances in the first, and 75 % or 12 out of 16 instances in the second scenario). Hence, the use of the particle ne in requests made by NSs shows an almost completely reverse distribution compared to the HSs.
Two other notable differences between groups lie in the HSs' use of embedding under a performative or perlocutionary verb as a grammatical strategy for creating requests (17a), and in their total avoidance of the imperative form (unlike NSs).
The difference between groups was statistically significant in both scenarios, with p = 0.000 in the first, and p = 0.008 in the second scenario.
The use of modals when one is required by the structure of the request
Since the majority of head acts in both groups and scenarios receive their illocutionary force from referring to the preparatory condition (questioning, stating, or supposing it), extensive use of the possibility modals was expected. What was not clear is what type of modal is preferred by each group: finite forms of the personal modal moč or the non-finite impersonal možno?
In the first scenario, NSs preferred using the personal modal (68 %); only 13 % relied on the impersonal možno. Although HSs in the first scenario also relied on the finite modal over half the time (54 %), they used the non-finite impersonal možno much more frequently than NSs: 40 % vs. 13 %. The difference was statistically significant, with p = 0.004. The two groups were identical in their use of modals in scenario 2. Russian, like any other language, has several linguistic devices to mitigate the face threat when issuing a request. Some of these devices are grammatical (the interrogative particle or the subjunctive), and others are lexical. There are a number of hedges (e. g., možet, možet byt' 'maybe') that are routinely used by NSs, but the primary lexical softening device is the word požalujsta 'please'. In scenario 1, NSs and HSs seem to have opposite mitigating strategies. NSs favor the subjunctive (mitigating with the help of a grammatical device) while HSs rely on the lexical politeness marker požalujsta, as the graphs below indicate.
With regards to the lexical downgrader, 10 % of NSs used požalujsta, and mostly in direct, mood-derivable requests (2). 21 Since the order of presentation was always scenario 1 followed by scenario 2, it is possible that HSs "warmed up" and thus performed closer to the NS baseline in the second scenario in their use of modals and morphosyntactic downgraders. However, the 'warm-up explanation' for observed differences is undermined by two facts: a) both scenarios were part of a larger set of role-plays, so that speakers had an opportunity to "warm up" even prior to what in this paper is called 'scenario 1′; and 2) there were persistent differences between HSs and NSs in every category of analysis except the use of modals -even when there were no statistically significant differences, there were categorical ones, such as the HSs' use of forms that were non-existent in NS data and were judged unacceptable by NS informants.
HSs, in comparison, used požalujsta widely, including in indirect requests (23).
(23) Ty mne možeš' požalujsta dat' konspekt? You.SG me.DAT can:2SG please give:INF notes.ACC 'Can you, please, give me the notes?'
The marker was present in 15 of the 39 interrogative head acts produced by HSs in scenario 1 (or in 38 % cases). These 15 head acts included 8 interrogatives that used the impersonal modal možno, as in (25a).
Statistical significance was found for both measures in the first scenario: p = 0.003 for morphosyntactic downgraders and p = 0.028 for the use of požalujsta.
In the second scenario, statistical tests did not show significance for the difference between groups on the measure of morphosyntactic downgraders, but a few details are noteworthy. First, only 26 % of HSs used the subjunctive to soften their requests, half of the number of NSs (58 %). Second, another 20 % of HSs used past tense as a downgrader, whereas NSs did not exhibit this strategy at all. Past tense was used by HSs in embedded interrogatives, such as (24a); in performative declaratives, such as (24b); and in declaratives with reference to the preparatory condition, such as (24c). The difference in the use of požalujsta in the second scenario between the two groups was statistically significant, with p = 0.015.
The findings for the production part of the study are summarized in Table 4 in the Appendix.
The production data in the study suggest that despite important similarities, there are significant differences between requests made by Russian HSs and NSs. As was shown in this section, some of the requests produced by HSs have unique and non-conventional features in several units of analysis: clause type, morphosyntactic structure, modal use, and lexical and morphosyntactic downgraders. These features merit detailed discussion because they diverge so vividly from the NS norm described in previous studies, from our data for NS participants in this study, and from the patterns observed in the corpus studies. In the following section, we will identify salient tendencies in HSs requests.
Discussion
The current study has a descriptive orientation in establishing a baseline for the pragmatic competence of speakers with incomplete acquisition of L1; however, we would like to offer some preliminary theoretical suggestions towards an explanation for the observed difference in the data from HSs and NSs. These suggestions should be taken only as attempts at an exploration of the mechanisms behind the tendencies in the experimental HSs data, as serious theoretical analysis is outside the scope of this paper.
Methodologically, in the experimental portion of the study, we fine-tune the CCSARP taxonomy widely used in research on requests to produce a more detailed analysis of various elements that come together to create the directive force and desired politeness level in a Russian utterance. This assumption allowed us to separate syntax from morphological or lexical elements on the one hand, and on the other, to differentiate between required elements that create the illocutionary force and optional features that mitigate this force. This enhancement of the CCSARP analytical schema revealed features of HSs' requests that otherwise would have been hidden from researchers' view. For example, although HSs were similar to the control group in choosing an indirect strategy (namely, reference to the preparatory condition) to formulate requests in both formal and informal scenarios, they differed in their choices of syntactic realizations of this strategy. Surface interrogative was the only syntactic form employed by NSs for indirect requests, whereas HSs additionally used complex sentences where interrogatives were embedded as subordinate clauses or where reference to the hearer's ability to perform the action was embedded as a conditional clause.
In this section, we discuss the main differences between the HS and NS populations that emerge from our study, and compare these differences with the observations made in our corpus study of English and Russian requests. We also briefly point out the consequences of our study for the study of pragmatics and language contact.
Morphosyntactic features of requests: transfer and incomplete acquisition
First, the two syntactic forms used by the HSs but not by NSs include embedding and complex clauses (see Figure 2 ). These can be seen as a transfer 22 from English, which also employs such syntactic structures (for instance, our MiCASE search included 11 embedded interrogative requests). This kind of transfer conforms to the hypothesis that in language contact situations, things that are easiest to borrow are Saussurean signs -combinations of a particular linguistic form and its semantic/pragmatic function (Prince 1996, inter alia) . We propose that the combination of the embedded interrogative construction and its function of high level of deference-marking is borrowed by Russian HSs from English. The resulting utterances conform to the rules of heritage Russian syntax and carry the desired illocutionary meaning. A formal model of such transfer would necessitate the notion of linguistic form (i. e., embedded interrogative construction) that is independent of the specific syntactic rules of each language, since the syntax of embedded interrogatives is different in Russian and English.
In addition, HSs avoid imperative clauses (direct requests), unlike NSs (see Figure 2 ). This avoidance can also be seen as a transfer from English. In this case, it is not clear that what is borrowed is a particular form-function combination. Rather, HSs adopt one aspect of the meaning this construction carries in American English and may sometimes carry in Russian -that of an unmitigated FTA, and thus may perceive it as rude and inappropriate for a request for favor with a high degree of imposition.
Turning to the analysis of the morphosyntactic markers of requests, a major difference between monolingual and HS groups is in their use of negation (see Figure 3) . We can explain the absence of negation in HS requests by proposing that HSs transfer the conventional form for polite indirect requests from English, where negation does not occur. An additional factor in the absence of negation in HSs may be that negated interrogative requests in English are perceived as rude and even sarcastically mocking. Thus, as in the use of imperative clauses, HSs avoid the use of this marker in Russian. Unlike the case of the imperative clauses, however, it is not clear that HSs are aware of the pragmatic meaning of the Russian negative particle. One explanation for this lack of awareness may be the fact that the negative particle in Russian not only imparts the directive force, but also serves as a marker of deference (Mills 1992) , and the proposition that linguistic realization of deference may appear relatively late in Russian L1 acquisition. There is some preliminary evidence from the CHILDES database that supports this assumption.
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Indeed, deference in indirect requests may be rendered unnecessary and even infelicitous in interactions between small children and members of the immediate family or other adults. It is reasonable to assume that in HL acquisition, lateacquired features of Russian would not be learned due to the dominance of English and lack of exposure to varied social interactions and formal speech registers in Russian. 23 A search of the CHILDES database produced a number of sentences in child-directed speech that indicate that indirect requests which children hear at home do not contain the negative particle. None of the 37 indirect requests in the Tanja corpus containing a personal modal were negated. All of these requests were addressed to a 2-year-old Tanja by an adult. The other study of child Russian available on CHILDES, the Protassova corpus, contained one utterance that can be interpreted as an indirect positive interrogative request for action in child-directed speech, and several others that were requests for permission. All other unambiguously directive utterances in both child-directed and child speech in the Protassova corpus were direct imperative requests.
Late acquisition of formal registers can also explain the increase in the HSs' use of embedding under a performative or perlocutionary verb to create requests in the second scenario when the social distance and power differential between interlocutors becomes bigger (See Figure 3) . Where more face-work is needed, HSs borrow English convention of embedding as in (24c), (25b) -repeated below, and (26) as one way to enhance the indirectness and mitigation of their requests (Figure 4 ). This increased use of embedding in scenario 2 goes hand-inhand with the HSs' use of past tense morphology (see Figure 6 ), usually on a higher attitude verb (often xotet' 'to want') that embeds the performative as in (17a), (24a), (24b), and (26). We hypothesize that this divergence from the baseline is possibly due to the lack of HSs' exposure to formal situations in Russian. (24) Such use of past tense as a morphosyntactic downgrader is minimal in NSs' requests in our experimental data and in the corpus study (and was never reported in previous studies), but is common in English, particularly in formal situations or those with a high degree of imposition, as in (27), from MiCASE.
(27) I was wondering if you could speak a little more to the pitfalls that await junior faculty members.
While the NS participants also manipulated tense to increase politeness level (3 % of NSs used past tense in scenario 1 and 3 % used future tense in scenario 2), constructions with embedding (either under performative or not) were present only in the HSs data.
Since syntactic structures associated with the use of embedding and other constructions differ in Russian and English, a model of transfer of pragmatic convention in this case would involve a notion of linguistic form (i. e., embedded interrogative construction) that is independent of the syntax of both languages. In addition, such a model would need a concept of pragmatic meaning (e. g., politeness or mitigation) that is associated with some uses of the form (such as past tense in indirect requests), but not with others (e. g., past tense in assertions).
Turning now to another significant difference between NS and HS requests, the under-use of the subjunctive by HSs (see Figures 5 and 6 ) is harder to explain. It is possible that HSs have not acquired the subjunctive, as is suggested by Polinsky (1995) . Polinsky shows that HSs tend to use more past tense forms of the verb without the particle by in lieu of the full subjunctive form. The data in this study do not fit this observation. When HSs use the subjunctive in their utterances, they use the full form: past tense + the particle by, which indicates that they have acquired this form. Similarly, when they use just past tense forms, they are not meant to be the subjunctive, as in (26). Of the 16 HSs in this study who use the past tense mitigator in at least one scenario, 8 exhibit knowledge of the subjunctive form elsewhere in the transcript. Thus, many HSs in our study have acquired the subjunctive, but for some reason tend not to use this form to mitigate their requests. This behavior runs contrary to the expectation that HSs would transfer English politeness strategy to Russian by over-supplying the subjunctive forms. After all, the subjunctive has been shown to be the major mitigating element in English requests (Brown and Levinson 1987 [1978] ; Blum-Kulka et al. 1989) , and can be used in Russian (often with the effect of hyper-politeness; see Mills 1992) . Instead, the under-use of subjunctive can be seen as a result of emergent pragmatic rules specific to Heritage Russian. HSs seem to have chosen a different strategy for mitigating threat to the speaker's face, which includes the use of past tense, embedding, and/or the lexical downgrader požalujsta. We turn to the discussion of this lexical politeness marker next.
The transfer in the use of lexical downgrader
In the informal situation, 32 % of HSs used požalujsta in comparison to only 10 % of NSs, and in the formal scenario 17 % of HSs employed the downgrader while NSs never used it (Figure 5 and 6 ). It is also notable that HSs use požalujsta in almost all sentence types they produce: interrogatives (28a), embedded interrogatives (28b), and even stand alone if-clauses (28c): (28) In comparison, 2 out of 3 NSs who used the politeness marker in both situations combined it with the imperative, and only one speaker used it in the interrogative. This difference between two groups merits an extensive analysis.
There are two possible and interrelated explanations for the overuse of požalujsta by HSs. The first is that požalujsta as a lexical marker has a low cognitive load in usage while at the same time being an unambiguous marker of politeness, and thus it may be preferred by HSs over morphosyntactic politeness strategies that carry a higher processing cost. The second explanation points to the effect of crosslinguistic influence from English. To HSs, the Russian požalujsta and the English please must seem absolutely synonymous. However, as similar as they may be, a closer look at the conditions of use for please and požalujsta reveals that the English word has a somewhat different, wider distribution. As our corpus study confirms, it is preferred and almost required in direct requests which employ the imperative, and it is permitted and even preferred in indirect requests, i. e., interrogatives. Over-reliance of HSs on this marker in Russian requests suggests a transfer from English.
It is notable, however, that in the formal situation when HSs had to address a social superior, they reduced the usage of požalujsta from 32 % in scenario 1 to 17 %. Together with the increase in the use of embedding, this suggests that the HSs treat the lexical marker as insufficient in the formal situation that requires extensive facework. We hypothesize that for HSs embedding under performative may be becoming a conventionalized way to formulate polite requests for favor which express a greater degree of deference. This construction may be even higher on the politeness scale in HR than a conventional interrogative even when it is used with požalujsta.
6.3 Use of modals: evidence for incomplete acquisition and restructuring
Indirect requests questioning the hearer's ability to perform the action require the use of modals. Russian presents a complicated choice: on the one hand, there is the personal finite modal moč and the impersonal form možno. On the other hand, the impersonal form can potentially express either alethic or deontic modalities. Both groups of speakers in the study used both forms. There are, however, significant differences in the use of the impersonal možnо between the groups in scenario 1. Although requests made by both HSs and NSs in the informal scenario contained the personal modal (54 % and 86 % respectively), HSs used the personal modal significantly less frequently and the impersonal modal significantly more frequently than NSs did (40 % for HSs vs. 13 % for NSs). This pattern was not observed in scenario 2 where the two groups were identical in the use of modals (personal modal was used in 61 % and impersonal modal in 26 % of requests) (see Figure 4) . This poses an interesting question of why HSs use možnо so frequently, but only in the situation of minimal social distance with the interlocutor.
We leave the answer to this question to future research, but hypothesize that the impersonal modal may be the most familiar way for HSs to create a general request in an informal situation because this is the form they acquire first through exposure to informal interaction with family members. In addition, since the impersonal možnо carries the meaning of permission (rather than favor), it is reasonable to assume that the form is quite often used by pre-school children. Since the average age of immigration for HSs in this study is 3.52 years and 21 % were born in the U.S., we can assume that their socialization in Russian was interrupted very early and continued primarily in the English language context. As a result, the forms of conventionalized requests they acquired in Russian are only those that are characteristic of informal interactions within the home. The next logical step would be to suggest that HSs may treat možnо as a conventional and polite way to ask for a thing or action in an informal situation, such as scenario one addressed to a peer, but not in scenario two, which involves a greater social distance.
Interestingly, the use of the impersonal modal by NSs in this study differs from HSs not only within scenarios, but also across. Unlike the HSs data, the use of impersonal modal by NSs increased between scenario 1 and scenario 2: it was employed 13 % of the time in requests addressed to peers, but 26 % in interrogatives addressed to a professor. This increase can be explained as a mitigating strategy suggested by Gordon and Ervin-Tripp (1984) . By employing the impersonal modal with its connotation of permission, NSs indicate that the hearer (professor) has more control, that in no way do they try to influence the hearer's compliance, and that they in fact surrender themselves to the hearer's will. This increase in the use of the impersonal modal in the formal situation corroborates our argument that možnо is indeterminate between permission and favor, since one of the main factors distinguishing these modal flavors is the greater degree of power discrepancy in the permission scenarios.
It also supports our preliminary hypothesis that HSs do not fully acquire mitigating devices in Russian: the use of impersonal modal can be one of such devices employed in situations of greater power differential. The fact that HSs use fewer sentences with možnо (even after taking into account the change in sentence type) suggests that for HSs, možnо is simply a form that marks utterances as requests in situations of minimal social distance. If this hypothesis is true, this may indicate restructuring of pragmatic meaning of a linguistic form in heritage Russian due to the stalled first language acquisition and lack of exposure to varied social interaction in Russian. Modeling the emergence of such pragmatic conventions would involve a complex notion of linguistic form (the impersonal modal used in a question about a favor) and of linguistic meaning (directive illocutionary force, combined with social deixis to minimal social distance between interlocutors).
Conclusion
Tying together the multiple levels of analysis of corpus and experimental data gives us a snapshot of pragmatic competence of HSs in comparison to monolingual English and Russian speakers.
The study demonstrates that while requests produced by HSs have no visible other-language material at the surface, they still show crosslinguistic influence in the way surface structures are used to express pragmatic meaning: i. e., the use of ne, embedding under performative, the orientation of requests, and the use of lexical downgrader požalujsta. HSs combine conventions of means and forms (Clark 1979 ) from both Russian and English, but while conventions of means are characterized by universal pragmatic principles (such as essential Indirect requests in heritage Russian conditions, conversational maxims and universals of (in)directness and (im) politeness), conventions of forms are more language specific. Hence, requests produced by HSs rely on universal strategy to create indirect requests, but exhibit a composite English-Russian convention of form (cf. Myers-Scotton 2002 who argues that convergence of the weaker language toward the stronger language results in a composite linguistic frame).
We argue that modeling such transfer requires a description of linguistic form that abstracts away from details of syntax, such as English vs. Russian interrogatives or embedding. Such description would allow us to model the formation of form-function combinations where the forms are interrogative constructions or embedded interrogative constructions, and the functions are illocutionary meanings such as directive force or deference to the hearer.
Besides transfer of English syntactic constructions, HSs transfer the use of overt lexical politeness marker požalujsta. They include it not just in the interrogative -the use which is already for the most part infelicitous in full Russian, as the analysis of the corpus data shows -but also in embedded interrogatives and even stand alone if-clauses (which is impossible in full Russian).
Violations of the rule for the overt use of požalujsta result not in strict ungrammaticality, but rather in a gradient acceptability. In fact, two NS informants whose opinions were solicited for the analysis of the data rated the interrogative indirect requests with požalujsta produced by HSs in this study as acceptable, but rather strange, commenting that the use of požalujsta was "unjustified" and "bothersome". Their judgments were supported by the analysis of the spoken sub-corpus of the RNC which showed that požalujsta for the most part is ruled out of Russian interrogative requests.
In addition to exhibiting the effects of transfer, requests made by HSs show signs of internal restructuring of rules for the use of modals. Due to interrupted L1 acquisition, HSs lack experience in contexts outside of the immediate environment of family and close friends. One possible outcome of such incomplete acquisition may be the re-analysis and re-structuring of the specifically Russian impersonal modal možno, which in HR requests loses its primary use as a permission seeking device and becomes generalized as a marker of any type of request, with a preference for informal usage.
The transfer of the usage of lexical politeness marker požalujsta and a possible internal restructuring of the meaning and usage of možno sometimes result in the combination #možno požalujsta in HR, which is usually followed by a verbal clause. Such combinations are unacceptable or at least marginal to NSs. In fact, for the two NSs who noted that the use of požalujsta in indirect requests was 'unjustified', the combination of možno and požalujsta was especially troubling.
The combination of the impersonal modal and the lexical politeness marker was used by 20 % of HSs in all surface interrogatives in the informal scenario. Such frequency in the experimental data suggests that this combination may be emerging as a new convention for indirect requests among HSs, reserved specifically for informal situations, in addition to positive interrogatives with a personal modal.
Once the social factors of a situation shift in the direction of greater power differential, HSs increase the use of conditional clauses, past tense and especially embedding under performative to mitigate the face-threat of their requests. At the same time they decrease the use of požalujsta and možno. This pattern suggests that embedding may be viewed by at least some HSs as being higher on the politeness scale than a surface interrogative with požalujsta or the impersonal modal. The frequency of this construction in the data is enough to indicate that in heritage Russian embedded constructions may be emerging as a conventionalized way to ask for favor in situations of great social distance and power differential.
The most dramatic difference between requests made by HSs and NSs was found in the use of the negative particle ne in indirect requests expressed syntactically as interrogatives. This study adopted the view that ne serves primarily as a disambiguating request marker, and only secondarily as a mitigating device, and the data from HSs' requests indicate that they lack this request-marking element almost entirely. This may be explained by transfer from English or by an interrupted Russian L1 acquisition, or both. What is notable is that the lack of negative particle in a Russian interrogative may have several consequences, including communicative failure (Mills 1992: 74) .
To sum up, while relying on the same seemingly universal requestive strategy as NSs (i. e., preparatory condition), HSs often give it a different syntactic shell and stuff it with word combinations that may cause infelicity (as is možno + požalujsta, or the use of požalujsta in other indirect requests), that create unintended connotations (the use of možno to ask for favor from a peer, or lack of negation which fails to disambiguate requests from questions), or that do not exist in the NS baseline (embedding). We can hypothesize that immigrant children who receive their education in English from elementary school onwards never acquire Russian conventions for expressing deference and mitigating the illocutionary force of requests, and are not skilled in adjusting to changing social dimensions linguistically, using only Russian resources. To compensate, they rely on conventions acquired in early childhood, such as the use of požalujsta or možno, and on English conventions of form that they know very well.
Altogether, the picture of pragmatic competence of HSs that emerges from this study points to a complex situation, in which incomplete acquisition of Russianspecific conventions together with internal restructuring and transfer from the dominant language lead to the emergence of new conventions specific to HR. 
Morphosyntactic structure of requests
There were significant differences between groups in the use of ne Scenario : - % NSs used the negative particle ne ( out of  opportunities) - % HSs avoided using it ( HSs out of  opportunities) Scenario : - % of NSs used ne ( out of  opportunities or  % of cases).
- % of HSs used it ( % of cases - out of  possible). Scenario  Categorical: Only HSs used embedding under performative ( % of HSs).
Use of modals
Scenario : -NSs prefer the personal modal ( %);  % of NSs used the impersonal modal -HSs weakly prefer the personal ( %), but used the impersonal modal heavily ( %). The difference was statistically significant. Scenario : -The two groups showed identical use of modals ( % chose the personal form and  % chose the impersonal modal).
Morphosyntactic downgraders and please
Scenario : - % of NSs used the subjunctive; only  % of HSs did.
-HSs rely on the lexical marker požalujsta 'please':  % of HSs vs  % of NSs used it. -HSs used požalujsta in  % of all interrogatives they produced (and only in interrogatives). Differences for morphosyntactic downgraders and požalujsta were statistically significant. Scenario : -No significant difference on morphosyntactic downgraders, but some tendencies are noteworthy:
- % of NSs used subjunctive;  % of HSs. -Categorical:  % of HSs used past tense as a mitigator.
-NSs did not use požalujsta;  % of HSs used it in interrogatives, embedded interrogatives and in stand-alone if clauses. The difference was significant
